Multiculturalism/Assimilation and Integration
Multiculturalism is known as a failure worldwide if the host countries values are not being
embraced.
Nations are being built within Nations and foreign cultural beliefs and values are being transplanted
along with it creating division and building frustration and animosity due to a lack of integration,
assimilation and learning the language.
Canada is founded on Judeo-Christian principles inherited through our British Commonwealth and
embedded in the Magna Carta forming our laws and values. It is what sets us apart from Totalitarian,
Marxist, Socialist regimes who oppress women and children, stifle free speech and impoverish their
citizens. It is what allows us the freedom to believe, or not to believe, without fear of persecution.
The rise of political Islam throughout Canada is becoming the #1 concern.
Many are aware of what is happening throughout Europe and the UK and are witnessing it rapidly
unfolding here.
Ontario is central to the activity of Islamic infiltration, foreign funding and illegal activity. Describing it
as a National threat is not an exaggeration.
The Islamic Party of Ontario (provincial) has submitted an application to Elections Ontario for
approval. Once the party's financial information is provided, Elections Ont. has confirmed they will
approve the party's application. Despite evidence provided to E/O that the party intends to institute
Sharia Law in demanding Sharia banking, blasphemy laws, etc.
This is frightening to say the least as we are aware of the agenda of the Muslim Brotherhood calling
for silent jihad wherein Muslims are instructed to enter western nations, multiply, obtain government
positions and take over from within. Using victimization as a means to breakdown opposition.
12 Islamic MP's currently hold Federal positions who, reportedly, have ties to extremism and are using
their positions to advance their agenda. eg. Iqra Khalid/Motion M-103
The law is not being upheld equally and thereby contributing to the decline of Canadian sovereignty.
The Charter of Rights and Freedoms is being used to advance foreign interests and anti-Canadian
demands.
Canadians did not have a vote on multiculturalism. There was no elaborate studies done to assess
the harms, and effect, of this creeping agenda which ultimately is destroying this Nation.
A complaint has been submitted, by Tom Quiggin, Terrorism expert, to the Ottawa RCMP
Commissioner requesting an investigation of Justin Trudeau and 5 cabinet members for allegedly
funding terrorism. The Office of the Commissioner responded and has provided a file number:
#18-004212
The Rise of Political Islam in Canada is a report which provides evidence of the realities of the
growing threat of Islam. The report reveals Islamic leaders and organizations who are central to these
advancements yet with little to no opposition. The report also reveals the current government's
involvement in assisting this jihad.
Please review the Explanatory Memorandum which was written by the Muslim Brotherhood and
details their plans to infiltrate Canada and the US through silent jihad. Many of the Islamic

Organizations listed in the document are actively operating in Canada today. Such as the ISNA, ICNA,
Muslim Student Association and others.
Mosques are under constant surveillance and repeatedly involved in foreign funding and nothing is
being done to stop it and close them down permanently.
The Khalistani Sikhs are also of growing concern.
We need a government who understands the absolute necessity of demanding Canadian values be
upheld as well as respect for the 'Canadian' rule of law.
We have a duty, a right and an obligation to protect our borders, the safety of Canadians and our
National sovereignty.
We need leaders who will no longer rely on identity politics or pandering to minority groups.
Leadership without compromise.

